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 “Relics”

Daniel grabbed a stack of LPs. It hadn’t mattered that Pearl Jam, Coldplay, and the indies 

embraced records. Vinyl, even in its revival, was no match for the digital download. Mythic 

Records, another fallen independent music store, could not conquer the online 

music/movie/housewares supersite. And now, even after three weeks of liquidation, the shelves 

remained littered with 70s post-punk, with Psychedelic Furs, Bauhaus, and Talking Heads. The 

plastic and cardboard carcasses of 80s pop, 90s grunge, and “aughtie’s” hip hop—Like Mythic 

Records—were casualties of the new economy. And Daniel was left to bury his store, his 

inheritance.

The walls were nearly bare. All that remained were promotional posters that wouldn’t sell 

and decals that wouldn’t move. The likenesses of Eminem and Britney Spears formed a 

momentary truce, each bound by steel nails to the iron oxide bricks. The Mother Love Bone 

bumper sticker was fixed to the front door forever  (like the Melvins concert flyer glued to the 

register). These would be artifacts left for the new residents: “Holly, Jolly & Folly,” a seasonal 

gift store. A dozen boxes of skeletons and musical tombstones already sat in the backroom 
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anticipating the Halloween rush. 

Daniel shuffled through the stack. The Springfields. Dusty Springfield. Rick Springfield. 

He pulled out Springsteen’s Nebraska and set it on a pile near the giant Ringo cutout. He shoved 

the remaining records into a box. He sealed the box, wrapped it in packing tape, and lugged it to 

the front counter. He moved to the Ts. 

He had managed Mythic Records since his mother retired in the mid-90s. She had grown 

tired of answering questions about Andy, her ex-husband, Daniel’s father. 

“Yes,” Leah would tell customers, “that Andy LeBarnes.” The Andy LeBarnes who 

fronted Fantastic Voyage. The Andy LeBarnes who opened for Roxy Music and almost became 

the lead singer of The Power Station. The Andy LeBarnes who wrote “Mythic Mama (I Love to 

Love You)” about her. 

Babe, I can see you under the stones / I can hear the ancient drama,

You bring me back to home / I love to love you — Mythic Mama.

“You’re Mythic Mama,” they would say.

“I suppose I am,” she would say.

At the other end of the store, Daniel’s assistant manager boxed CDs. Larry was an 

amalgam of retro-minimalist fashions: James Dean meets Nick Cave meets Glenn Danzig. 

Buddy Holly glasses. White t-shirt. Black Levis. Oxblood Doc Martens. The cigarettes (soft pack 

Camels) were rolled into his right sleeve.

Daniel didn’t smoke, but wanted to. It was just another deficiency, another failure to fit the 

image of a music store owner. He preferred The Gap over vintage clothing, romantic comedies 

over sci-fi, and early-to-bed evenings over pot-drenched afterparties. And then there was his 
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music. It was never right. Larry, knew music, loved the great stuff. Larry always selected the 

best songs for the store stereo—if only Daniel could be like Larry, if only he could appreciate 

nasally folk and minimalist acoustic guitar.

Daniel would never admit it, but he hated Bob Dylan. If pressed, he might say Pink Floyd 

was overrated and Van Halen was better with Sammy Hagar. He might, if properly intoxicated, 

even confess his weakness for Scandinavian dance bands. In a moment of vulnerability—perhaps 

if he should ever marry—he might show his closet collection of ABBA 45s and his set of 

unmailed Swedish Roxette postage stamps. Maybe it was his fault the store went under. He 

lacked the credibility, the facial lines, the rehab stories.

“Hey Dan—smoke break,” said Larry. Using both hands, he ran an unbreakable comb 

through his ebony, greased hair as if primping for a Sharks-Jets battle. He turned the knob with 

his left forearm, opened the door with his elbow, and held it with his foot as he searched his 

pocket for a Zippo. Ping. The brass bell chimed. For thirty years, that bell announced the 

entrances and exits of Yakima’s music connoisseurs.

 I had a job in the great north woods / Working as a cook for a spell

But I never did like it all that much / And one day the ax just fell.

Larry’s exit was Daniel’s last chance to evoke the Mythic Records Break Law: 

Any Mythic Records employee controlling the store sound system surrenders his 

or her authority upon vacating store premises for any reason—cigarettes, cell 

phones, or coffee—for any amount of time. The employee nearest the sound 

system is obliged to exchange the vacating employee’s music for a more desirable 

soundtrack. The returning employee must silently endure the new music with the 

understanding that eventually the newest custodian will seek sustenance and/or 
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require urination.

Daniel pulled Dylan’s Blood on the Tracks and inserted Kraftwerk’s Autobahn. The Law 

meant that Mythic Records was always a new store. A simple exchange of polycarbonate plastic 

discs instantly transformed the weathered folksiness of singer-songwriter, anti-establishment 

hippiness into German-Euro techno industrial kitsch. That was about to change. In two weeks, 

those speakers would spew “Monster Mash” 23 times a day. In two months, they would run a 

constant loop of Peggy Lee, Garth Brooks, and Bing Crosby warbling “White Christmas,” like 

the official soundtrack to Purgatory. (In Purgatory, it’s always Christmas for Bing Crosby.)

He was leaving the sound system. It was as much a part of the building as the electrical 

work. He was leaving the shelves that supported it, although they needed to be cleared. They 

were full of trinkets that had gathered through the years: a Star Trek bong from a Blind Melon 

concert, a headless George Harrison figurine left by Daniel’s dad. The top shelf held an inch of 

dust at least as old as the Madonna cone bra it covered. With a puff of canned air, Daniel blew 

the sediment from the relics and moved them into piles on the front counter. Right side: storage. 

Left side: eBay.

Ping. The brass bell announced Larry’s return.

Wir fahr'n fahr'n fahr'n auf der Autobahn.

“What is this crap?” asked Larry, disregarding the “silently endure” clause of the Break 

Law.

“The finest in German experimental electronica,” said Daniel. “Without Kraftwerk, there’s 

no Moby, no Yello, no Chemical Brothers.”

“I can live with that,” said Larry. He noticed Daniel’s new piles and walked to the counter. 
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“Can I have this?” he asked, raising a ZZ Top keychain in his yellowed fingers. Daniel nodded.

Larry stacked and rummaged through the years of pop culture memorabilia as Daniel 

retrieved it from the shelves. Devo cone hat. Ebay. Nancy Wilson guitar strap. Storage. Hip-

shaking Elvis clock. Ebay. Larry formed a third pile of embezzled novelties: the Corey Hart 

sunglasses, the Jefferson Airplane incense holder. 

Daniel left some items on the shelves. A few dated to when Mr Winters owned it under the 

name Palm Springs Records. In a cubby toward the top, a pincushion hid behind a Rolodex. 

They were once part of Kraft’s Big Body clothing store. When his parents first bought the place, 

they found carbon pads from Jim’s Stitch & Sew and receipts from Marilynn’s Fine Floral. The 

building teemed with recesses and false walls waiting to be discovered by a contractor or curious 

boy, and Daniel imagined that some future owner would stumble upon a hidden safe or a skull in 

a basement cupboard. It was Daniel’s duty to leave things behind. Failure to do so was like 

breaking a cosmic chain letter. He dropped personalized pens behind the backroom lockers and 

guitar picks in the air vents.

Daniel climbed a stepladder and scanned each of the nearly bare shelves. He had taken 

what he wanted. He had removed any items of embarrassment or questionable legality, though 

there were a few stray objects on the top shelf: a bunch of dried carnations, a hacky sack, and a 

metal cash box. Daniel bequeathed the flowers and footbag to the building but snagged the box. 

Glimmers of recovered riches popped into his head: a forgotten fortune left by the old pop star, 

government bonds overlooked by Mr Winters.

“Lar’—check this,” he said. Larry dropped a Paul McCartney Christmas ornament. Ebay. 

Daniel dusted the box as he stepped down. It was an ordinary lock box, the kind used for taking 

tickets at high school football games: plain, pewter gray, adorned only by a plastic handle, a tin 
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clasp, and a silver lock. Daniel noticed the weight and that when he shook it, objects shifted 

inside—objects like cash or checks or bonds. Papers. He reached the ground and walked the box 

to a bare space on the counter. Larry watched as Daniel flipped the clasp. The cover refused to 

budge. The little lock kept the spelunkers from entering.

“I’ll get a hammer and screwdriver,” said Larry. He hurried toward the backroom. Daniel 

lifted the box. He shook it. He looked for signs of ownership or usage. The box was silent.

Wir fahr'n fahr'n fahr'n auf der Autobahn.

“Doesn’t this song ever end?” asked Larry as he hurried toward the counter, rusty tools in 

hand. 

“Step back,” he said. Daniel moved away as Larry fit the flathead into a seam. He made a 

few failed attacks before the box bent and gave up its secrets.

There was a collection of ivory and eggshell colored envelopes. They were stacked 

vertically, dozens of them—some torn at the top, others split with a letter opener, and a few that 

appeared unopened.

“Looks like letters or something,” said Larry. 

Each was handwritten, or, at least, hand addressed. Many were labeled with flowing 

cursive letters, drawn in India Ink: “Andy.” Several had been mailed, posted to Andy LeBarnes, 

care of Enterprise Management, Lakewood California. They had cancelled English postage. 

They all originated from J Susan. London.

Larry and Daniel each grabbed a half-dozen envelopes.

“Dear Andy,” began Larry:

I miss you. I’m so tired of the road and the endless evenings of crowds that don’t 

want me. They want David and Lou and Marc in skin-tight suits and glitter 
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surrounded by beautiful girls that will show their breasts. I stand up there in black 

and they think I’m a freak. When Bowie does it, he’s a superstar or a prophet or 

something. When a girl does it, she’s a monster or some druggie and they don’t 

understand how hard it is to write all those words and to have them mean nothing 

and everything and then sing them out night after night to people who are too 

stoned or too drunk to think or feel. They want me naked up there like a fantasy 

dolly and they don’t see that I am naked and its in the words and the way I try to 

sing them for them or for anyone who will listen. I love the way you listen. You 

see me.

“Andy, my love,” read Daniel: 

Where are you? I was back in London for a few weeks and it’s so different now. 

Why should it be strange to me? I’ve lived here all my life and now I can’t 

recognize it.

They thumbed through the letters. Each began with similar salutations: “Dear Andy,” 

“Dearest Andy,” “Andy, my beautiful.” They were signed Janet or JS or J. Thinking of you, 

Janet. Love, JS. Your eternal love, J.

“I’ll get some coffee,” said Larry. He handed his envelopes to Daniel.

Ping.

Daniel pulled the cashbox tightly against his ribs. He walked past the dimly-lit hallway as 

sounds of passing cars ran through the speakers, driving in time to a pulsing, steady electronic 
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rhythm. Daniel set the cashbox and the letters on his oak desk, a desk older than him, perhaps 

older than his parents. He sat at the desk, preparing to read. 

The desk had been stripped of its contents, fifteen years of accumulated office supplies and 

nostalgia. The leftover Post-it pads, the dozens of dead pens, the receipts and invoices went into 

the trash. The dearest remnants—the FedEx stress ball, the UPS coffee mug, the Swingline 

stapler— found their way to a Chiquita banana box now resting near the ominous cashbox. Icons 

of his parents floated to the top. A CD of Druid, Fantastic Voyage’s most famous album. A 

photo of his teen self, in a black robe, posing with his Leah. 

###

He looked so much happier then, and his Mom, she looked so tired. Daniel couldn’t 

remember who took the photo. But he remembered the conversation that followed that frozen 

moment. 

He could remember the way she looked at him, like there was something of a man 

emerging and she had helped form this man, but those cheekbones, those perfect rock star 

cheekbones, those sullen dark eyes, that (back then) flowing brown hair— those were pieces of 

Andy. Leah seemed so proud and so afraid. He knew that she wondered how deep those features 

went. Did they reach into the heart, into the gut?

He was about to tell her about the envelope, the little card and the outrageous check and 

how Andy had sent a ticket for London. It was in his back pocket. A graduation present perhaps, 

an attempt to make up for abandoning him at five. Leah took Daniel to Burger Ranch after the 

ceremony. Maybe he should have gone to Jim Culver’s graduation party, but he knew it was 
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important to go there with his Mom. It was their place. It was where they had gone two times a 

month since he could remember. When he had braces, and Leah took him out of school for 

orthodontist appointments, they would always stop there on the way home. And they would sit in 

one of the yellow and brown booths and talk: he with his banana milkshake and crinkle fries, she 

with her Bushwhack Burger and Coke. And they never seemed to realize that midlife mothers 

and rock star teen offspring weren’t supposed to enjoy each other. 

But that night was different. They were both glowing and ready to reminisce, to celebrate 

the moment, and they smiled, but about different thoughts: Daniel, about to announce that he was 

leaving for England to live with Dad for a while, and Leah, ready to talk about his freshman year 

at community college—as he stayed at home.

“What do you think about Europe?” Daniel asked. 

Leah finished chewing. She set down her burger, wiped her fingertips, and looked to the 

window, like she was trying to make out the specials at Deep Sea Deli across the street.

“I’ve never gone,” she said.

“Didn’t you ever go with Dad?” he asked. “I mean, all those tours, all that time when the 

band was blowing up and they loved him there.”

“I think the first summer was 1974, the year before you were born, and maybe I should 

have gone with him. He came back crazy and excited and I tried to be excited for him. And he 

kept talking about how wonderful Europe was and that ‘In Europe, it’s not like Yakima. They 

have real conversations about real things. They care about art and beauty and they have real 

history.’ ‘London makes Seattle look like a village.’”

“Why didn’t you go with him, then? Were you scared?”

“Maybe a little,” she said. “It changed him, which I guess is a cliché, right? The small-
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town boy gets changed by screaming fans. He came back with glitter under his eye and he talked 

about never going to Mass again. ‘In Europe they have real churches, cathedrals,’ he said. ‘If 

God’s alive, he’s in those buildings.’”

“But you could have gone,” said Daniel. And Leah looked at him like it was an accusation, 

like being abandoned with a toddler, receiving a music store as alimony was her fault and if only 

she would have followed the high priest of the cult of Ziggy Stardust, they would still be a 

family.

“I was never invited. Andy said I wouldn’t get it, that an orchardist’s daughter from 

Yakima would never understand Europe,” she said. “Europe. Europe. Europe.”

“But he’s from Yakima,” said Daniel.

“He was born here, but that was an accident. He was misplaced,” she said.

“But he wrote the song about you,” said Daniel. “He must have loved you.”

“He wrote it a week after you were born,” she said. “He was on tour, in Europe, with Blue 

Oyster Cult or somebody, and he wrote that song. And maybe he was right. Maybe I didn’t 

understand it all, because I would have rather had him here than be called ‘Mythic Mama.’ I 

mean, who doesn’t want to be ‘Layla’ or ‘Beth’ or ‘Angie’ or some sexy girl who gets to be 

young forever?”

So Daniel dipped his fries in that pink sauce, a mix of mayonnaise and ketchup, and he and 

Leah talked about high school and Yakima and life. And they talked about community college 

and how Daniel could still work at the store while he went to school and, maybe, when he was 

finished, if he wanted to, he could manage the store. And he sat on the letter, on the check, on the 

ticket, and thought about Europe. Europe. Europe.  
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###

Daniel didn’t hear the Ping, but he noticed the momentary silence and then the familiar 

synthesizers and guitars and crooning of an album he had always treasured, but would never 

publicly claim. 

You're wondering who I am / machine or mannequin

With parts made in Japan / I am the modren man

Larry, the darkened, stylized agent of proper pop culture, emerged into the office. He set a 

steaming, white cup with grease pencil markings onto Daniel’s desk between the two boxes, near 

the growing stack of envelopes. 

“Thanks,” said Daniel without looking up. “Styx. Aren’t you the one who always says, 

‘You are what you listen to’?”

“It’s all that’s left in the store,” said Larry. “Besides, its not for me. I just couldn’t take 

anymore of that techno crap you had on. Consider it a compromise. I get Detroit guitars and you 

get robot voices speaking Japanese instead of German.”

“Fair enough,” said Daniel as he set down another letter and sipped his coffee.

“So any better? Anything else in the letters?”

Daniel shook off the question with a simple negative nod. He went to the stack on his desk 

and grabbed a letter from the middle of the pile. “Here’s one from the first tour, before I was 

even born,” he said.

July 31, 1974

Dear Andy,

I don’t usually write these sort of letters, but I had to let you know how much fun 
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I had in Liverpool. I’ve been there dozens of times but never with people who 

have such romantic thoughts about that dingy town. I forget how important the 

idea of Liverpool is to people. I promise you that London is much more 

interesting and that the countryside is as beautiful as any place you’ve ever seen. I 

would love to take you around, or even your band (except Dwayne, but please 

don’t show him this — it’s just that he seems so angry and when he drinks, which 

he does like a true American who feels obliged to drink too much, he frightens me 

a little).

Thinking of you, Janet.

“That’s not too bad,” said Larry. “So Janet wants to show the band around and thinks 

Dwayne’s a tool.”

“Yeah. Here’s like a month later,” said Daniel.

August 23, 1974

My Sweet Andy,

I’ve enjoyed our time together and can’t stand the idea of you leaving for Berlin. I 

wish you would stay longer—there’s so much more to see here, although I prefer 

the time when I’m not playing the tour guide (not that I don’t enjoy that too). I 

already miss your warmth and your humor and your wonderful eyes.

Missing you, Janet.

“Damn. Your Dad moved fast,” he said. “But, maybe its just a fan crush. Maybe the Janet 

chick is just blinded by spandex.” Larry grabbed a few letters and sat down on his own emptied 

desk, a small table only used for storing cigarettes and CDs. He opened his first envelope and 

pulled out a short letter written on a piece of parchment. 
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They took turns reading to each other, reading as Janet moved from talking about England 

and touring in 1974, to professions of love in 1976, to questions of how long it would be until 

Andy finally decided, until Andy finally left Leah and stayed for longer than a tour. The earliest 

letters were about how wonderful it was for Janet to talk with Andy—he understood her. The 

later letters were about needs, and how they couldn’t deny their love anymore and how Andy’s 

spirit would only be divided as long as his heart and his body were divided. The letters from 

1978 lost their lyricism. They were simple pleas and I miss you and when will you decide and 

maybe I should come to the States. 

And with each letter, Daniel seemed to understand why his Mom, so beautiful and free in 

her wedding pictures, never talked about Andy. He seemed to know why the store wasn’t only 

his burden, but hers. That Andy LeBarnes, lead singer of Fantastic Voyage, the greatest rock star

—only rock star—to emerge from the irrigated desert of Yakima, Washington was a burden. 

And maybe it shouldn’t have been a surprise. This is what rock stars do. But Andy 

LeBarnes only had that one song, that little clip of temporary inspiration—the Mythic Mama. 

And like Robbie Williams or Madness or Oasis, being huge in England didn’t matter in Yakima. 

And it didn’t matter, then, that he even had that one song. It mattered that this man was his father 

and, more importantly, that he was his mother’s husband. And then the dates. The dates said that 

in that first summer, this man, this Mott the Hoople wannabe, flirted—and maybe more—with 

some unknown club singer. She should have at least been Siouxsie Sioux or Chrissie Hynde.

And then in those other summers, in the times when Leah was raising a infant by herself, 

he was traveling with the “J” this “JS” this “Janet” and he was acting like a guitar and a song 

made him a deity, made him like Zeus—free to spread his seed among maidens and goddesses 

without apology.
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And then Daniel read the one letter that took away every falsehood. It started out loud: “I 

am so happy. It seems that for the first time in my life…,” but his words cut out. And he scanned 

ahead, silently, as Larry listened for Janet’s great new experience, but he couldn’t read the rest, 

like somehow his mother would walk in at any moment and hear those words—how happy Andy 

could make a woman and how the legend of Andy and Leah LeBarnes was fiction. 

He handed the letter to Larry. Larry read it quickly, then tucked it back into its envelope.

“Damn,” said Larry. “You know what this means?” He handed the envelope back to 

Daniel.

“June 27, 1975, which makes sense. That was the year,” started Larry, but Daniel stopped 

him. He stopped him from drawing the conclusion and rewriting the story that had given Mythic 

Records its legitimacy, that had given Leah her title, that made him anything other than a 

bastard.

“That was three days after I was born,” said Daniel. And he sat for a moment. And Larry 

folded the letter, and he returned the other letters to Daniel. Daniel took them, all but that last 

one, and he returned them to the cashbox. He did the same with the stack on his desk. Then he 

stood and he took that letter, that truth that he was never supposed to know, and he placed it into 

his back pocket. And even the muffled sounds of “Heavy Metal Poisoning” piping out of the 

main room didn’t alter the stoic stare on his face.

“Do you think your Mom knows all this?” asked Larry. And he asked who put the letters  

up there and do you think they’re worth anything and are you going to talk to your Mom about  

them and what about your Dad and do you think he and this Janet bird stayed together and what 

do you do with them now. 

Daniel said simply, the one answer to each of those questions, “I don’t know.”
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“Hey, I’m going to finish up out front,” said Larry. Daniel nodded and he sat down at the 

desk and stared at the two boxes, both holding relics of a life in illusion. And he looked at that 

CD, the small plastic square that held thirty-eight minutes of mediocre glam rock sung by a man 

he had barely even known (and now knew even less). And there was that picture of this woman, 

grayed and widowed before her time, abandoned to the apple orchards of a town without 

cathedrals, without concerts, without ruins.

###

Larry had somehow endured the ongoing stream of 80s ballads and concept songs. Maybe 

it even made him work faster. He had dumped the garbage, removed his embezzled music and 

memorabilia, and graffitied Britney Spears. All that remained were the piles on the front counter, 

the stray posters, and the dusty shelves. 

“You’ve outdone yourself, Lar’,” said Daniel emerging from the hallway. “Sorry I took so 

long.”

“No problem. I put your stuff in your car,” said Larry. “So were all the letters the same?”

“Mostly.”

“That’s messed up,” said Larry. He moved toward Daniel for a hug or a back pat or a fist 

bump. He stopped short, as if an invisible heterosexual barrier prevented compassion. “Hey,” he 

said. “I think I’ll take the truck to the storage unit and unload. You probably want to say your 

goodbyes, eh?”

“Sounds good,” said Daniel. Larry peeled a “Frankie Says Relax” bumper sticker and 

slammed it to the middle of the front window. 
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“Hey Larry,” said Daniel. “Thanks. For everything. It’s been good working with you.” 

Larry nodded.

Ping.

Daniel grabbed a partially filled black plastic bag from the counter. He walked back to the 

office. He went to his desk and grabbed the lock box. He tossed it, its contents, into the bag with 

the scraps of unwanted junk: the Flavor Flav neck clock, the John Lennon nude photo, the David 

Lee Roth sweatband. He tied the bag and walked it to the rear dumpster. He made one last visit 

to the office, went to his vacated desk, and grabbed his banana box. He checked the backroom 

for anything forgotten. He flushed the toilet. He flicked off the rear lights. 

 Daniel returned to the stereo, to the heart and voice of Mythic Records. He ejected the 

disc, interrupting Dennis DeYoung crooning, What can I do, Pictures of you, still make me cry. 

Daniel drew out the Fantastic Voyage CD, the only record of his father’s voice. He set 

Druid on the barren shelf—the artwork of stones and trees face down. He inserted the disc into 

the store stereo, and pressed a white triangle on a black, beveled button. He let the thirty-five 

years of stored music play as he made his last scan of the room. 

Babe, I can see you under the stones, I can hear the ancient drama.

And as he looked at the building that he never understood, he could hear—he would swear 

he heard—a voice behind him. It was singing or talking or breathing in time with Andy’s 

requiem. He turned. He looked at the walls, aware for the first time that they were brick. And, 

then he realized it was more a feeling than a sound and that it was coming from his pocket, from 

the envelope.

Dearest Andy,
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I am so happy. It seems that for the first time in my life that I’m understood and 

loved and believed in. I felt so free at those plains in Wiltshire, like we were 

released from all the dogmas and rules of thousands of years of religion and war 

and emotional debris put on us by people who are afraid to be happy. It was like 

we were those ancients with painted faces and open clothes and hearts. You were 

so beautiful in the moonlight. And I saw you watching me dancing behind those 

stone pillars and you wanted me like I wanted you to want me. And I felt that with 

every strip of clothes I threw into the wind, I let go of my fear and for the first 

time, both of us naked, in the protection of those stones, that we were part of the 

universe in some pure way. We were like beautiful stories and we were ancient 

too, like the stones. We were part of some great myth that people will tell.

Your eternal goddess, J

Daniel pulled the envelope from his pocket. He placed his foot on the second shelf and 

lifted himself. With his left hand, he gripped the upper shelf. With his right he reached behind 

the Rolodex and the pincushion. He wedged the folded envelope into the corner. 

Returning to the ground, he pressed the “repeat” button on the stereo. He placed the Styx 

CD into the banana box, in the space vacated by his father’s disc. Daniel grabbed the box, the 

last evidence that he had ever worked at Mythic Records. He studied the walls. He stared at the 

dead space and, without any last word, left the store with all its relics.

Ping. 

“Relics”By Joe Johnson
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Sometimes the most obvious thing is missing from a story.  For tour this year I wrote a story called Knock-Knock (it’s to be published in the December issue of Playboy) about a man who’s trying to save his dying father.  The man’s middle aged, and the father is elderly. In its first draft the story worked okay, but when I presented it in workshop, the fellow writer Chelsea Cain asked, “Where’s the mother?”It was such a simple consideration but it broke the story wide open and led to drafts that were infinitely better than the first.In Relics the action is clear.  The task at hand – clearing out the shop – creates a natural clock: the story ends when the work is done.  And the abundance of objects support the story.Forgive me if I missed this, but – what’s happened to Andy, the father?  Is he dead or just absent?  And does the adult son still have a way to contact him?  If he’s dead, please consider that that event might be a stronger, less-abstract reason for the record store closing:  the heroic inspiration is dead.  Instead of giving all the back story up front, consider finding the letters very early (on the first page), then gradually allow the letters to evoke the history.  Everything already here can be used, but in a new order.  First find the box and set it aside.  Then have Larry open it and peruse the letters, asking questions that will prompt the existing history from Daniel.  Also, where is Leah?  Wouldn’t it be wonderful/awful if she arrived to help?  Then Daniel would be forced to physically hide the letters from her.  Or, she might even accidentally pick up the cash box, panicking the reader with the possibility that she might 
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casually open it and discover the truth.Please take another look at the flashback scene in the restaurant.  Instead of Leah stating the ways she was rejected and insulted, why not put those into the letters?  If we hear the European “Other Woman” criticizing Leah (“She’s a small-town nobody who still goes to church…”) I mean, really undercutting Leah to Andy, then it’s even more sad because Leah has very little idea why she’s been discarded.  In short, drop the flashback.  This way – with the reader and Daniel knowing much more about Leah’s true past than even Leah knows – it will be heartbreaking to see Leah almost open the cash box.  And it will seem even more heroic when Daniel tells her to throw it into the trash.  Plus, without a flashback you can stay in the record store scene.  Beyond that we’ll admire the new, noble Daniel because it’s apparent he’ll be carrying this secret for the rest of his life.
-Chuck Palahniuk
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